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Management summary
This thesis is written for the uCARe project; in the uCARe project, TNO and partners aim
to reduce the overall pollutant emissions of the existing combustion engine vehicle fleet by
providing vehicle users with simple and effective tools to decrease their individual emissions.
These tools will be developed based on the emission map of a given vehicle engine. An emission
map represents the relationship between the use of a vehicle and experiment-based emission.
Every engine has a different emission map; so, collective emission reduction measures might be
perceived as 'not applicable to me, or my car'. The more personalized measures likely lead to
more emission reductions. The problem is that are around 22,000 different kinds of vehicle
engines and that the collection of emissions maps is tedious and costly. Therefore, it is unlikely
that all engines for every pollutant are covered at the end of the uCARe project. The solution so
far, fall back map, is a merged map of all measured maps of a pollutant in that specific fuel/Euroclass combination (e.g., Diesel Euro 6 map). This study argued about the validity of this
approach as it ignores the possible differences caused by engine characteristics that have been
proven to affect the emissions. Therefore, a new approach was evaluated; instead of merging
different emission maps, we want to assign an emission map to another engine based on known
engine characteristics. This approach was only limited to the NOx pollutant (main focus uCARe),
as these emissions are most likely to deviate from their type approval values. The proposed
clustering method can find emission maps with similar NOx distributions. Here, we proved that
the current fall back maps are often too different from what they represent. However, the newly
developed method’s performances were mediocre. Therefore, the current study argued for
combining both methods: using the clustering method for selecting the emission maps used in the
fall back map. Furthermore, the current findings challenge the fuel/Euro combination for the
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petrol engines’ NOx fall back map. The analysis indicated that there might be a relationship
between the petrol engine's engine displacement and NOx emissions. However, this should be
investigated in a future experiment as the current study used a representation of the NOx
emissions. TNO is mainly involved in the data gathering and little in the actual emission
reduction tool's development; therefore, a universal selection tool should help tool builders find
the correct emission map for any vehicle engine. The final model, published on Zenodo, suffices
as such tool; enabling tool builders to easily download the most recent versions of an emission
map and its additional layers (AEM) by only providing as input: fuel type, Euro class, engine
displacement, power, and manufacture of the desired vehicle engine. This application should
encourage tool builders to use the AEM by eliminating the search task. Furthermore, it can return
a distance matrix based on the clustering method that uCARe should use to improve the validity
of the current fall back maps.
The developed tool enables the selection of an emission map for, in principle, every
vehicle. How the vehicle ‘runs’ across this map is determined by how the car is driven. Different
driving behaviors should lead to different emissions; therefore, the current study was interested
in the extent to which emissions were most likely to be affected by one’s driver behavior, and
therefore driver-dependent. Driver-dependent emissions suggest that every driver needs a unique
set of instructions to reduce these emissions. This is tested by analyzing how unique the emission
traces (NOx, CO2, and NH3) were of five different drivers driving the same trajectory; here, the
emission traces should be a product of one’s driving style. The applied method used a sliding
window function and multiple classifiers to identify the corresponding driver based on these
emission traces. One should know that the engine had a major influence on the current findings.
For example, the findings suggested that NH3 is the most driver-dependent emission (80%
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classification accuracy); however, this finding might be very different for other diesel vehicles as
these emissions are highly software-dependent. For the tested vehicle (Volkswagen Caddy, Euro
6 diesel engine), NOx (75% classification accuracy) was found better in discriminating between
five different drivers than CO2 (70% classification accuracy). These findings suggest that, for
this particular vehicle, NOx is more unique among the drivers, and therefore more likely to be
affected by their behavior as they drove the same trajectory. Therefore, the current findings are a
major asset in favor of a personalized NOx reduction tool. The current study was one of the first
studies quantitively proving that NOx emissions are affected by one’s driving style and can,
therefore, be corrected by a set of personalized measures.
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Definitions & Abbreviations
AEM

…….. Augmented Emission Map

CAN

…….. Controller Area Network

CO

…….. Carbon monoxide

CO2

…….. Carbon dioxide

EC

…….. European Commission

e.g.

…….. Example given

etc.

…….. Et cetera

HC

…….. Hydrocarbon

ICE

…….. Internal Combustion Engine

i.e.

…….. Id est

LNT

…….. Lean NOx traps

NH3

…….. Ammonia

NO

…….. Nitrogen monoxide

NO2

…….. Nitrogen dioxide

NOx

…….. Nitrogen oxide

MV

…….. Majority vote

MS

…….. Maximum score

PAH

…….. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
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PIA

…….. Preliminary Impact Assessment

PM

…….. Particle Mass

PN

…….. Particle Number

RDE

…….. Real Driving Emissions

RPM

…….. Revolutions per minute

SCR

…….. Selective Catalytic Reduction

SEMS

…….. Simplified emission measurement system

TWC

…….. Three-way catalyst

WHO

…….. World Health Organization
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1.0 Introduction
The WHO (2018) estimated that more than 80% of people living in urban areas are
exposed to air quality levels that exceed the WHO guidelines. Therefore, improvements in air
quality have become one of society's main challenges. In Europe, traffic and transport have a
large effect on this air quality, and even with the technical improvements and the more stringent
legislation, traffic and transport emissions are still too high. The arrival of electric and other
zero-emission propulsion technologies may reduce pollutant exhaust emissions from traffic
drastically. However, the slow introduction of such vehicles and the trend of increasing vehicle
lifetimes indicate that vehicles with internal combustion engines will dominate the fleet well
beyond 2030 (Elstgeest et al., 2020). Through the uCARe project, TNO and partners aim to
reduce the overall pollutant emissions of the existing combustion engine vehicle fleet by
providing vehicle users with simple and effective tools to decrease their individual emissions.
These tools will be developed based on the emission map of a given vehicle engine. In the
uCARe project, a design for vehicle emission maps is proposed for, in principle, all car engines.
Subsequently, a large set of engine specific emission maps were created using measurement
data. In an emission map, the engine speed is depicted on the x-axis, the amount of power on the
y-axis, and the pollutant emissions as a color (see figure 1). Note that the CO2 emission rate is
used as a proxy of power because the real power output of an engine is difficult to measure; like
power, will CO2 emission rate vary with acceleration, payload, rode slope, and wind (Elstgeest et
al., 2020).
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Figure 1: Example of a NOx emission map. Here, the NOx exhaust by every engine speed
and power combination is shown with a color index. Note that the CO2 rate is used as a
proxy for power, which is proportional to the fuel flow, i.e., energy delivered per time, i.e.,
the power content of fuel (Elstgeest et al., 2020).
During driving, the engine speed and CO2 output vary almost continuously. This means
that the vehicle ‘runs’ across the map; instantaneous emissions can thus be predicted on a
second-by-second basis if such maps are available (Elstgeest et al., 2020). The longer-term idea
is that vehicle emission maps are used in the development of a personalized emission reduction
tool. The current mitigation methods are rarely extended to include the perspectives of users; the
emission maps enable the next essential step: providing user-targeted emission reduction
measures (Elstgeest et al., 2020). Note that every engine has a different emission map; so,
collective measures might be perceived as 'not applicable to me, or my car'. The more
personalized measures likely lead to more emission reductions. The emission maps allow the
development of such tools without having to install emission measurement equipment in all
existing cars.
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The problem is that there are around 22,000 different kinds of vehicle engines and that the
collection of emission maps is tedious and costly. Currently, uCARe has 101 emission maps of
the most common engines at their disposal. They want to develop a procedure that finds the best
fitting emission map for a vehicle engine that does not yet have one. The solution so far, fall
back map, is a merged map of all measured maps of the pollutant in that specific fuel/Euro-class
combination (e.g., Diesel Euro 6 map) (Elstgeest et al., 2020). We argue about the validity of this
approach as it ignores the possible differences caused by engine characteristics that have been
proven to affect the pollutant emissions (e.g., engine size and manufacture) (Aslan Reşitoğlu.,
2018; Flamarz Al-Arkawazi., 2020). Therefore, in the first part of this study, we aimed to find
typical differences between the emission maps and explain these differences based on known
engine characteristics: fuel type, Euro class, engine displacement, power, and alliance (grouping
of manufactures). Here, the addressed question:
1. Can we come up with a procedure that, for every engine without an emission map, comes
up with an existing emission map that is as close as possible to the real emission map,
based on engine characteristics (fuel type, Euro class, engine displacement, power, and
alliance) alone?
Emission maps are a newly developed concept by uCARe, so there is no prior literature
suggesting how we should do this. TNO is responsible for the emission map’s format but is little
involved in the emission reduction tool's development. Therefore, the final model serves as an
emission map selection tool that can return the most recent emission map for a given engine;
encouraging tool builders to use the emission maps by instantly providing the most recent
versions. If the engine is not measured, it returns, in addition to the fall back maps, a top 5 of the
most appropriate emission maps based on a newly developed method.
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For a given emission map, how the vehicle 'runs' across this map is determined by how the
car is driven. In the second part of this study, we analyzed the extent to which vehicle emissions
for a given car are driver-dependent. Here, we were interested in the extent to which someone's
emissions - resulting from their driving style- are, in a sense, unique. As mentioned, the emission
maps will be used to develop a personalized emission reduction tool. Confirming that a driver’s
emission is unique when driving the same trajectory denotes the usefulness for the development
of such a tool focused on that emission. This suggests that every driver needs a unique set of
instructions to reduce this emission. Therefore, the findings can be seen as a measure of which
and to what extent the tested emissions can be corrected by a potential emission reduction tool.
Literature has shown that someone's driving style affects one’s emissions; for example, Fonseca
González, Casanova Kindelán, & Espinosa Zapata (2010) found that driving style strongly
influences fuel consumption and, hence, CO2 emissions. Furthermore, they found that aggressive
driving increases NOx emissions by more than 40%. Gallus, Kirchner, Vogt, & Benter (2017)
had similar findings; they found an elevation of 20-40% for CO2 and 50-255% for NOx
emissions while driving aggressively. Aggressive driving was characterized by hard
accelerations, increased use of first and second gear, and driving at high engine speeds. Both
studies also measured CO and HC emissions, but neither found a clear relationship between
these emissions and someone’s driving style. Both studies looked at extremes (e.g., aggressive
driving); however, we are more interested in the extent to which emissions resulting from
someone’s driving style are unique. This is answered by testing whether it is possible to
recognize a person based on his/her emission trace. Therefore, the second addressed question in
this study is:
2. Can we determine who is driving a car based on their vehicle emission data?
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To sum up, the software tool developed in the first part of this study helps tool builders
finding the corresponding emission map for every vehicle engine. This encourages tool builders
to use the emission maps as it will eliminate the search task; in turn, this might accelerate the
arrival of a personalized emission reduction tool. Furthermore, a new method is evaluated to
improve the validity of the suggested map when the requested engine is not measured. Lastly, the
outcome of the second part of this study denoted which emissions are most likely to be affected
by the ‘potential’ personalized emission reduction tool. Therefore, the current findings can be
seen as a major asset for the uCARe project.
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Section 2.0 covers the emissions in this
study, how these arise, and the focus of current emission reduction tools. Section 3.0 describes
the development of the emission map selection tool; here, subsection 3.1 describes the typical
differences between the emission maps and discusses the validity of the fall back maps. In
subsection 3.2, a newly developed method compared to the fall back map is proposed. In
subsection 3.3, we describe the development of the selection tool substantiated by the data's
findings. Lastly, in subsection 3.4 the corresponding discussion. Then, in section 4.0 we evaluate
which and to what extent emission traces can correctly classify the corresponding driver; here,
subsection 4.1 describes the goal of the study and discusses the link between driving style and
emissions. Furthermore, it gives an introduction into driver classification referring to the
classification task based on one’s driving trace. Subsection 4.2 describes the used classification
method. In subsection 4.3, the classification results is represented, and in subsection 4.4 are these
results discussed. Finally, section 5.0 describes the general conclusion of this thesis study.
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2.0 Background in emissions
This section explains what we consider as emissions, how these emissions arise, and the
focus of existing emission reduction technologies. The information presented in this section
helps to understand the seen differences in vehicle emissions.
2.1 Emissions
In 1992, the European Commission introduced the Euro emission standards to minimize air
pollutant emissions (the Euro classes). These standards have become more stringent thought out
the years. The standards apply to vehicles with spark-ignition engines and to vehicles with
compression ignition engines and cover the following gaseous and particulate emissions (Heijne
et al., 2016; Kadijk et al., 2018):
•

CO (carbon monoxide)

•

THC (total hydrocarbons)

•

NOX (nitrogen oxides)

•

PM (particulate mass)

•

PN (particulate number, for petrol direct injection only)

As observed in type approval tests, the stringent Euro emission standards have significantly
reduced the pollutant emission of light-duty vehicles (passenger cars and vans). However, even
with this reduction, the pollutant emission is still negatively affecting the air quality. The
majority of the exhaust gas of any given vehicle is composed of water vapor (H2O), carbon
dioxide (CO2), and nitrogen (N2) (unchanged air), which are not considered ‘undesirable’. Only a
small part is considered undesirable; partly composed by the regulated pollutants covered by the
Euro standards: carbon oxide (CO) from incomplete combustion, hydrocarbons (HC) from
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unburnt fuel, nitrogen oxides1 (NOx) from excessive combustion temperatures, and particulate
matter (PM and PN) which is mostly soot or unburnt fuel of diesel and DI petrol. And partly by
unregulated pollutants like nitrous oxide (N2O), PAH, methane (CH4), cyanides, and ammonia
(NH3) (Kadijk et al., 2018).
Pollutant emissions have serious health effects. Some significant hazards are the toxicity of
CO; the lack of smell and color makes this gas particularly dangerous. NOx destroys the ozone
layer and participate in the formation of smog. Furthermore, it increases the toxicity of CO when
present in the air. Like CO, is NOx a colorless gas without taste and odor. HC or THC (total HC)
can cause serious illnesses; its hazards to a person and environment are determined by its leaf
and compounds which are contained in the exhaust (Sassykova et al., 2019). PM or PN (mostly
soot) harms human health as it enters the human body through the lungs. Some of these
emissions have major greenhouse and ozone-depleting effects, with CO2 as the main component.
Other exhaust pollutants connected to this effect are CH4, NH3, and N2O (Sassykova et al.,
2019).
The problem is that some of these pollutants substantially deviate from their type-approval
values. In particular, the deviation of the NOx emission of diesel vehicles, which causes that
many cities fail to satisfy the NO2 air-quality standards (Kadijk et al., 2018). To better
understand what causes these differences, one should know the basics of how these emissions
arise.
2.2 Internal combustion engines
The composition of a vehicle's exhaust gas differs depending on their individual
operating characteristics, mainly based on fuel type, Euro class, engine size, manufacture, and
1

NOx is the sum of nitrogen monoxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2).
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used after-treatment system. The vehicle fleet in the Netherlands is dominated by petrol (70%)
and diesel (15%) vehicles (Heijne et al., 2016). Both petrol and diesel are produced by separating
hydrocarbons by refining. The difference in hydrocarbon chain has caused that one-liter diesel
contains more energy than petrol. As a result, the combustion process is more efficient, resulting
in higher fuel efficiencies and lower CO2 emissions than petrol engines. However, diesel engines'
exhaust contains more pollutants that must be extracted before reaching the same level of
emissions as petrol engines (ACEA, 2016).
Both petrol and diesel engines employ the four strokes of intake, compression,
combustion, and exhaust. The main difference is their operational cycle; petrol engines work
with a constant volume heat addition cycle - Otto-cycle: here, the ignition process of the air and
fuel mixture is carried out with the help of a spark plug. Whereas diesel engines work with a
constant pressure heat addition cycle – Diesel cycle: here self-ignition of the injected fuel occurs
due to the high temperature of the highly compressed air. Diesel engines' larger required
compression ratio results in a better thermal efficiency than petrol engines (Ouwehand, Papa,
Post, & Taal, 2012). This compression ratio is made larger by using a longer stroke; therefore,
diesel pistons have a more extended lever arm and are tuning their crank with greater torque at
fewer revolutions per minute. Petrol engines can deliver the same power but at more revolutions
per minute with lesser torque, which explains why petrol and diesel engines have different rpmranges.
Petrol engines are equipped with a three-way catalyst (TWC) and a lambda controller.
The TWC will convert CO and HC to CO2 and H2O when running in its optimal temperature
window and when sufficient O2 is available. These ideal conditions occur when the lambda value
exceeds 0.995. However, NOx is reduced in a warm catalyst when sufficient CO is available,
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occurring at lambda values lower than 0.995. Thus, there is a very narrow lambda window where
optimal conversion of CO, THC, and NOx emissions can be realized (Kadijk et al., 2018). The
catalyst catalytically converts NOx to N2. One of the disadvantages of the TWC is that it is
considered as one of the main sources of NH3 in the environment; NH3 is formed via steam
reforming from hydrocarbons and via reactions between NO and H2 produced from the water-gas
shift reaction between CO and water (Suarez-Bertoa, Zardini, & Astorga., 2014). As mentioned,
becomes the TWC ineffective in reducing NOx in the presence of oxygen. Most diesel engines
operate with lean-burn combustion2 and therefore contain high levels of oxygen in their exhaust.
For this reason, a three-way catalyst is not employed as a NOx reduction system in a diesel
engine.
Diesel engines use an oxidation catalyst that promotes the oxidation of exhaust gas
components like CO and THC. Additional catalysts are developed for the reduction of NOx;
these systems either operate through lean NOx storage followed by a NOx absorber catalysts
(NAC, also referred to as LNT - lean NOx traps), or by selective catalytic reduction (SCR) by
using NH3 (Majewski, 2016). The LNT catalyst traps the NOx from the lean exhaust and releases
the NOx when the reduction can occur under rich conditions. The released NOx is catalytically
converted to N2 in a process similar to that occurring by the TWC. However, the use of LNT as a
stand-alone after-treatment system is likely to decline through the shift of focus to real driving
emissions (RDE) testing. The LNT systems show high NOx conversions at operating conditions
outside the regular test cycle (Majewski, 2020). Therefore, most modern diesel vehicles are
equipped with the SCR catalyst. In Europe, SCR was introduced on some Euro 5 models, with a
much broader application of the technology in Euro 6 vehicles (Majewski, 2015). In the SCR,

2

The burning of fuel with an excess of air in the internal combustion engine.
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NOx reacts with NH3, which is injected into the exhaust gas stream before the catalyst; many
chemical reactions occur, all of which have the same goal: reducing NOx to elemental N2 and
water vapor. The SCR process requires precise control of the NH3 injection rate: an observed
problem by TNO is that some vehicles purposely increase this injection rate for maximal NOx
conversions; however, this results in a high release of NH3 into the atmosphere. Additionally, the
SCR is less effective at low engine temperatures than the LNT, causing a cold-start problem. The
cold-start problem refers to the engine's warm-up period, depending on the ambient temperature,
where more NOx is emitted than under hot engine conditions (Elstgeest et al., 2020).
To conclude, NOx reduction technologies for diesel engines are still under development,
and an optimal system does not yet exist. Therefore, it is expected to see many variations in
diesel vehicles' NOx emission maps. Most petrol vehicles are equipped with a TWC; therefore,
we expect here to see less clear differences. Table 1 gives an overview of all the Euro classes.
Euro 6dT is the latest addition; these vehicles are tested for real driving emissions (RDE) and are
therefore expected to have a better emission behavior than the other Euro classes.
Table 1: Euro classes (Elstgeest et al., 2020).
Emission classes

Emission class abbreviation

Euro 0

0

Euro 1

1

Euro 2

2

Euro 3

3

Euro 4

4

Euro 5

5

Euro 6a

6a

Euro 6b

6b

Euro 6c

6c

Euro 6d-Temp

6dT

Euro 6d

6d
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2.3 Emission reduction tools
Cars are responsible for around 12% of the total EU emissions of CO2 and are therefore
the European Commission's prime focus. The EC provides incentives to develop and deploy
cost-effective eco-innovations to meet the CO2 standards (Tietge, Mock, & Dornoff., 2018).
Tietge, Mock, & Dornoff (2018) made an overview of all passenger car eco-innovations that the
EC has approved to date - 2018. The list consists of a wide variety of efficiency technologies,
ranging from efficient lighting and alternators to roof solar panels (see appendix A). However,
all these technologies were focused on the improvements inside the car; as argued by uCARe,
today's mitigation methods rarely extend to include users' perspectives (Elstgeest et al., 2020).
Currently, uCARe developed a driving style app (see Appstore) focused on CO2 eco-driving by
providing measures to reduce fuel consumption. As if so far, there is no tool focused on the
user's perspective in reducing any of the other pollutants; the other pollutants, like NOx, are not
known to be proportional to the fuel flow. Therefore, emission data at a detailed level is needed
to define measures that drivers should take.
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3.0 Creating an emission map selection tool
3.1 What is an emission map, and why is it useful?
The emission maps represent the tailpipe emissions under hot engine conditions. During
driving, the engine speed and CO2 output vary almost continuously, and hence also the pollutant
emission. The emissions are measured on the road with a TNO's Smart Emission Measurement
System (SEMS) (Heijne et al., 2016). In an emission map, the engine speed is depicted on the xaxis, the amount of power on the y-axis, and the pollutant emissions as a color (see figure 2).
Note that the CO2 rate is used as a proxy for power3, which depends on the size of the engine and
will vary with acceleration, payload, rode slope and wind (Elstgeest et al., 2020).

Figure 2: Example of a Euro 6 diesel NOx emission map. Here, the NOx exhaust by every engine
speed and power combination is shown with a color index. Note that the CO2 rate is used as a
proxy for power, which is proportional to the fuel flow, i.e., energy delivered per time (Elstgeest
et al., 2020).

3

The CO2 flow in g/s is proportional to the fuel flow, i.e., energy delivered per time, i.e., the power

content of the fuel (Elstgeest et al., 2020).
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To create an emission map, measurement data is needed for the entire spectrum of engine
use. TNO and partners attempt to create as many of these maps as possible; however, it is
unlikely that all engines are covered for every pollutant at the end of the uCARe project. For this
reason, fall back maps were created for every fuel/Euro class combination (Elstgeest et al.,
2020). A fall back map is a merged map of all measured maps of the requested pollutant in that
specific fuel/Euro class combination (e.g., Diesel 6 fall back map).
We argue about this approach's validity, as it ignores the possible differences caused by
the engine size, power, and/or manufacture. For example, as discussed in section 2.2, we expect
to see differences in the NOx maps caused by the used after-treatment system and therefore
affected by the engine's manufacture. Furthermore, Aslan Reşitoğlu (2018) argues that the main
parameters for the formation of NOx by diesel vehicles (combustion end temperature,
thermodynamic conditions, combustion reaction, flame speed, and the time that the burned gases
are exposed to high temperature) are affected by all kinds of engine characteristics including
compression ratio, injection system, injection timing, combustion chamber geometry, air excess
coefficient, engine speed, and fuel consumption. The latter is known to be affected by the engine
size and power, while the others are set by the manufacturer. Lastly, Flamarz Al-Arkawazi
(2020) found a significant relationship between engine size (engine displacement) and exhaust
emissions by petrol engines. He tested 15 different engine sizes and found that all measured
exhaust emissions (CO, CO2, O2, and HC) except for NO were directly affected by the engine's
size.
The current study proposes a method that compares the pollutant distribution within an
emission map in order to cluster it with emission maps that have a similar distribution. This
information is valuable as it gives a similarity measure that can be used to investigate the
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relationship between the pollutant distribution and known engine characteristics. uCARe claims
that vehicles with the same engine/exhaust gas after-treatment combination should show similar
emission behaviors. Therefore, they use an engine block code based on the vehicle taxonomy as
a distinguishing identifier (Elstgeest et al., 2020). The taxonomy is a controlled vocabulary and
vehicle classification system for all passenger cars. Here engines are categorized based on their
engine characteristics (fuel type, Euro-class, engine displacement, power, and alliance4 ). This
study analyzes the relationship between the pollutant distribution within an emission map and
these engine characteristics, referred to as taxonomy variables.
The pollutant NOx is the main focus in this study, as (1) these are the most common
values that deviate from their type of approval values, (2) the desired driver behavior can differ
compared to CO2 eco-driving. For example, figure 3 shows the NOx emission map of a Euro 5
diesel. Here, to maintain a constant speed, the delivered power is constant over each gear; only
the rpm will vary. The CO2 eco-driving instructions for driving at 50 km/h will be to maintain a
high gear at a low engine speed (e.g., 1500 rpm), while the low NOx instructions would suggest
maintaining a slightly lower gear as these are in the green part of the emission map (see fourth
and third gear in figure 3). Note that both axes are dynamic (depending on time), so the CO2
emissions will be lower by slower engine speeds. This trade-off is a contradicting phenomenon
that is still under discussion. This discussion's outcome determines the course of the emission
reduction tool's development (CO2 vs. NOx eco-driving).

4

The alliance is a grouping of manufactures that uses the same engine in their vehicles. It is intended to

avoid having double entities of the same engine (Elstgeest et al., 2020). All possible alliances are
presented in appendix B.
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Figure 3: Emission map of a Euro 5 diesel engine shows the trade-off between CO2 vs. NOx ecodriving. The axes are dynamic, meaning that they are affected by time; therefore, less CO2 will
be emitted by lower engine speeds.
Lastly, (3) it is the only pollutant with a reasonable number of maps; at the moment, there
are 101 NOx emission maps; some of them also include the maps of NH3 (56 maps), CO (40
maps), NO (35 maps), NO2 (13 maps), and PN (24 maps). This study aims to find a relationship
between the taxonomy variables and the pollutant distribution within the map. Again, there are
around 22.000 different engines; therefore, we need as many cases as possible to form a valid
sample.
The shape, color distribution, and revolution of a NOx map differ depending on the
engine and the data's completeness. The latter is determined by the number of mileages (or
hours) the engine has been measured. The differences can be seen in figure 4, where the emission
map of two different engines is presented. The data of the map is saved under the taxonomy
variables (e.g., D_5a_1199_55_VAG, and P_6dT_998_74_FORD, see figure 4)
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Figure 4: Possible differences between the emission maps: shape, color distribution, and
completeness.
The top area in an emission map is within the engine range, but this is not the area where
the engine is typically operating. For example, the dark red areas on the top right in figure 4 will
only be reached when the vehicle accelerates with very high engine rotations. The rpm operating
range of a diesel vehicle is typically between 1000-2000 rpm and a petrol vehicle between 15002500 rpm. We argue that the emission maps should be compared based on the NOx distribution
within this operating range. However, this should be done without having to exclude any
measured data. Section 3.2 describes an approach that allows us to find similar emission maps
based on the maps' NOx distribution in this area.
Here, we expect apparent differences between the diesel emission maps with different
Euro classes due to the great variety of NOx after-treatment systems. Most petrol vehicles are
equipped with the TWC; therefore, we expect to see less clear differences. In terms of clustering,
we expect to see the Euro classes clustered in the diesel data. Furthermore, we expect that
engines of the same manufacture are clustered for both diesel and petrol engines. Lastly, based
on Flamarz Al-Arkawazi’s (2020) finding of NO, we do not expect to see similar engine sizes
clustered by petrol engines.
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Besides the emission map, considered as a base layer, uCARe proposed the following
augmentation layers, which are additional sources of emissions during driving:
-

Tailpipe emissions under cold start conditions: NOx (primary focus), PN, CO, HC.

-

Wear emissions: particulates from brake wear, tire wear, road surface wear.

-

Deterioration: additional tailpipe emissions resulting from aging and/or poor
maintenance: NOx, PN, CO, HC, NO2, N2O, PAH, CH4, cyanides, NH3.

-

Driving dynamics: the impact on tailpipe emissions due to recent driving history: NOx,
NH3, PN.

These layers will not be discussed in this study as there is too little empirical data available to
make inferences. However, the layers are included in the selection tool (see appendix D for
Zenodo tool manual).
The base layer and the augmentation layers of an engine are referred to as the augmented
emission map (AEM). The AEMs are made public on an online data platform called Zenodo; the
AEMs enable tool builders to have detailed pollutant emission data of all known engines without
having to install any measurement systems. This ensures that every car can give personalized
recommendations to its driver. The universal availability and the more personalized
recommendations of the developed emission reduction tool is likely to result in more reduced
emissions. The currently developed selection tool provides an easy-to-use system that helps tool
builders by selecting the right AEM. Here, the software only requests the fuel type, Euro class,
engine displacement, power, and manufacture of the requested vehicle engine as input.
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3.2 Cluster method
As explained in section 3.1, the current study is limited to only the NOx emission maps.
This part of the study aimed to explain the differences in these emission maps based on the
taxonomy variables. Based on the findings, we developed a new method compared to the fall
back maps. The final model suffices as a selection tool; it provides a clear overview of all
measured emission maps. Furthermore, it suggests a suitable NOx map when the requested
engine is not measured.
This study aimed to compare the emission maps based on the NOx distribution in an area
where the vehicle is considered to be mainly driven. Therefore, a weight function is created,
giving less weight to the emission map's edges, centered around a middle point. This middle
point is set on 2% of the rated power5 (y-axis), and the corresponding, most frequently occurring
(count column in an emission map), engine speed (x-axis). The weight function is represented by
formula 1 and formula 2.

Formula 1 consists of two components representing the applied weight in both directions
summed together (positive and negative direction from a middle point, M). This formula gives a
higher weight to the points close to point M based on the distance, r (see figure 5).

5

2% of the rated power is the CO2 value where the vehicle should approximately drive 50 km/h.
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Figure 5: Plot of weight function; r-axis represents the distance and y-axis the weight's height.
The formula is an asymptote, so the data points far from point M still count. Formula 2
defines M and r; here, the denominators' values are chosen based on the fit of the function. This
fit is shown in figures 6 and 7; here, the weight function is applied on a Euro 6 diesel map and a
Euro 6dT petrol map. The green surface represents the area where the car is assumed to be
mainly driven; the data points in this area weigh approximately 1.

Figure 6: The emission map of a Euro 6 diesel engine with the corresponding weight map. Here,
the green surface represents the area where the car is mainly driven.
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Figure 7: Emission map of a Euro 6dT petrol engine with the corresponding weight map. Here,
the green surface represents the area where the car is mainly driven.
The NOx distribution is explained using a polynomial regression equation, a non-linear
equation that can explain the data's distribution. The length and complexity of this equation
depend on the poly-degree and number of independent variables. This study tried to find the
distribution based on the independent variables: engine speed and power. Leaving poly-degree as
the only parameter; we evaluated the differences between a second-degree polynomial (formula
3) and a third-degree polynomial (formula 4).

The differences in these formulas are the value and the number of coefficients. These
coefficients (Cn) are assumed to be unique in every emission map and are therefore used to
cluster the different emission maps.
Multiple cluster techniques sufficed the purpose. However, only one can (1) return a topn of most similar items and (2) be used on mixed data; the Gower distance. The latter is desirable
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for an additional cluster variable discussed in section 3.3. The Gower distance is a measure that
is always a distance between 0 (identical) and 1 (maximally dissimilar) (Tuerhong & Kim,
2014). Weird cluster results were visualized and manually checked.
Next, we studied (1) whether and (2) to which extent the taxonomy variables could
explain the polynomial coefficients. When the findings suggest a strong linear relationship, we
evaluate a method that predicts the polynomial coefficients. Here, if the engine is not measured,
the method returns a top 5 of the most appropriate NOx emission maps based on the Gower
distance. This method is validated by subtracting three engines from the data; here, we compared
the achieved cluster results with the predicted values against the results achieved with the actual
values. The results are evaluated through the adjusted randscore6 and an additional variable
named the n-out-of-5 score; the n-out-of-5 score is the percentage of correctly predicted maps in
the suggested top 5. This measure is created as the adjusted randscore only evaluated the
resulted clusters and did not say much about the method's predictive performance. This
procedure is repeated five times for both fuel types. Additionally, not every alliance was
represented in the data (41%); how we dealt with this is based on the found relationships
between these alliances discussed in section 3.3. An overview of all alliances is given in
appendix B.

6

A similarity measure between clusterings by considering all pairs of samples and counting pairs that are

assigned in the same or different clusters (Steinley, 2004).
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3.3 Results - Emission map selection tool
In this subsection, the different choices during the development of the selection tool are
substantiated by the findings in the data.
Polynomial regression coefficients
The decision to use a third-degree polynomial is based on the explanatory power of the
models. The findings proved that there exists a non-linear relationship between the emission map
axes (engine speed and power) and the NOx values. The data suggests that a third-degree
polynomial explained slightly more of the NOx variance than a second-degree polynomial
(Diesel: second-degree R2 = .57 vs. third-degree R2 = .61, and petrol: second-degree R2 = .44 vs.
third-degree R2 = .50).
The third-degree R2-distribution showed that a polynomial better fit on diesel engines
(mean = .61, sd = .18, min = .24, max = .96) compared to petrol engines (mean = .50, sd = .29,
min = .02, max = 1.0). Note that the average values (mean) are affected by extreme cases. We
noticed that this occurred when the weighted mean7 of NOx of the entire map was very small
compared to the others (see figures 8 and 9). Figure 8 gives an example of a polynomial fit with
a high and a low R2 for diesel engines, and figure 9 shows an example of a petrol engine with a
high and low R2.

7

The mean NOx of an emission map adjusted by the weight function.
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Figure 8: Polynomial fit of a Euro 6 and a Euro 6b diesel engine. Here, the first row shows a
good fit (R2 = .96) and the second row a bad fit (R2 = .24)
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Figure 9: The polynomial fit of a Euro 4 and a Euro 6 petrol engine. Here, the first row shows a
good fit (R2 = .86) and the second row a bad fit (R2 = .04)
This relationship's strength is tested by using Pearson's r (petrol engines: r = .53, p< .001;
diesel engines: r = .68, p< .001). We argue that these findings do not affect the clustering method
as emission maps with a similar R2 should have similar polynomial coefficients and should
therefore be clustered together. However, there is chosen to include the weighted mean of NOx
as a control variable. The reported R2-values sufficed as proof that there exists a relationship
between the emission map axes (engine speed and power) and the NOx values; suggesting, that
the polynomial coefficients were not just random.
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Cluster results
The diesel (50 engines) and petrol (57 engines) engines were chosen to be separated. The
coefficients together with the weighted mean are used in the Gower clustering method. The
results are presented in a distance matrix; the values in this matrix ranges from 0 (identical) to 1
(maximally dissimilar). The mean of the petrol matrix (mean = .16, min = .0, max = .77) and the
diesel matrix (mean = .20, min = .0, max = .56) confirmed that petrol engines’ NOx emission
maps are more similar than diesel engines’ NOx emission maps.
We wanted to see whether the same Euro classes, similar engine sizes, similar powers,
and/or alliances were clustered together. Here, a linkage method was used to visualize the
distance matrix in a dendrogram. Multiple linkage techniques could have been applied; all
suffice the purpose as the matrix contained distances. The difference in these techniques lies in
the way clusters are merged. Literature did not suggest which linkage method was most suitable.
There was chosen to use Ward's linkage; this method analyzes clusters' variance where the
distance between two clusters is how much the sum of squares will increase when merged. This
distance is shown on the horizontal axis in the dendrogram. The dendrograms of the diesel and
petrol engines are shown in figure 10 and Appendix C.
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Figure 10: Dendrograms of the diesel and petrol engines. Here, the distance between the clusters
is depicted on the x-axis. These distances are determined by Ward's method. Enlarged versions
in Appendix C.
Ward’s method recognized three clusters in the diesel data and two clusters in the petrol
data (see figure 10). The results showed that engines with similar taxonomy codes are not always
clustered together. As expected, most Euro 6dT diesel engines belonged to the same cluster.
Only engine D_6dT_1597_88_HOND was assigned to another cluster; figure 11 shows that this
engine is found more polluting than the other Euro 6dT diesel engines.
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Figure 11: The emission maps of two different Euro 6dT diesel engines; the figure shows the
differences' severeness.
The opposite happened for one of the petrol engines; here, the P_3_1587_80_PSA
seemed cleaner than the other Euro 3 petrol engines, see figure 12.

Figure 12: The emission map of two different Euro 3 petrol engines; the figure shows the
differences' severeness.
The cluster method recognized these instances and clustered them with the correct maps.
The most similar maps based on the proposed method are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Matches made by clustering method. Here, the method recognizes that this Euro 6dT
diesel engine is more similar to a Euro 5 diesel engine and that the Euro 3 petrol engine is more
similar to a Euro 6dT petrol engine.
Engines that only differ in Euro class (same engine size, power, and manufacture) could
have been the same engine. This belief is substantiated by the fact that Euro classes are
governmental restrictions. Suppose that the engine's emissions were far below the legally
permitted values, then car companies could choose to use the same engine a Euro class later.
However, this did not happen in our data; moreover, only the last row of the three occurrences
belonged to the same cluster (see figure 14 and figure 10).
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Figure 14: The emission maps of sets of engines that only differ in Euro class; only the last set is
recognized by the method for belonging to the same cluster, indicating that they are similar.
The fall back maps were included in the clustering method, see figure 10 or Appendix C,
to show that they rarely match with the corresponding fuel/Euro combination. For instance, the
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method suggested that the Euro 6 diesel fall back map (D_6_ALL_ALL_ALL) was more similar
to the Euro 5 diesel fall back map (D_5_ALL_ALL_ALL) than to all other Euro 6 diesel maps.
Furthermore, the Euro 3 petrol fall back map (P_3_ALL_ALL_ALL) was found more similar to
a Euro 5a petrol engine (P_5a_1995_125_BMW). These findings were in line with our argument
against the validity of the fall back maps.
To conclude, the clustering method did its job correctly. However, we did not visually
detect a possible relationship between any other taxonomy variable than the Euro classes of
diesel engines. This belief is tested in the following subsection.
Relationship between the cluster and taxonomy variables
The cluster variables are used in statistical analyses to establish their relationship with the
taxonomy variables (fuel type, Euro class, engine displacement, power, and alliance). We looked
for significant differences between and within the taxonomy categories and these cluster
variables. In this subsection, the results of multiple regressions, ANOVAs, and posthoc
comparisons are presented. There is chosen to control for heteroskedasticity by making all
multiple regressions in this analysis robust (HC3). Robust regression works with less restrictive
assumptions, as it controls for biased coefficients (Hayes & Cai., 2007).
The R2 of the multiple regression models tell how well the taxonomy variables can
explain the variance in the cluster variables. Remember, the cluster variables were the
polynomial coefficients and the weighted mean of NOx; see formula 5 for the polynomial
coefficients. The R2-values are shown in table 2. These mediocre R2 values (average diesel: .592,
average petrol: .716) were expected as we did not saw the taxonomy variables clustered in the
previous subsection.
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Table 2: The R2-values of the regression models with the independent variables: Euro class,
engine displacement, power, and alliance.
Fuel type

Wmean

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

Diesel

.841

.5

.6

.537

.515

.549

.585

.614

.585

.594

Petrol

.793

.592

.739

.633

.804

.701

.69

.872

.662

.673

Wmean = weighted mean NOx

The ANOVA of each regression model tells whether the taxonomy variables were
significant as a block. For diesel engines, we found that the Euro class showed significant
differences in the weighted mean variable (df(6), F(5.03), p< .01). Here, a posthoc analysis
(Tukey comparison) showed that the difference between Euro 5 and Euro 6c (-22.65), Euro 5 and
Euro 6dT (-21.54), Euro 6 and Euro 6dT (-12.35), and Euro 6b and Euro 6dT (-9.70) was
significant; suggesting that the Euro 6dT diesel engines are the cleanest among diesel engines.
None of the petrol engines' differences were found statistically significant, this suggest that most
petrol engine’s NOx maps have similar NOx distributions. Figure 15 shows the weighted mean
variable distribution between the different Euro classes; note that the weighted NOx means of the
petrol engines are relatively low compared to the diesel engines.

Figure 15: Euro classes’ weighted mean distribution (diesel and petrol).
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Remarkable is that the data suggests that petrol’s engine displacement and power have a
significant relationship with this weighted mean variable. This relationship’s strength was tested
using Pearson's r (engine displacement: c = .58, p< .001, power: c = .55, p< .001) and a linear
regression. The regression results suggested that only engine displacement significantly affects
the weighted mean of NOx (r = .0044, p< .01); here, engine displacement seems to explain 33.6%
of the variance in the weighted mean, adding power increased this variance by only 3%. This
relationship also seemed to exist by two of the rpm cluster components (C1 rpm: c = -.34, p< .02,
C3 rpm2: c = .29, p< .04).
We did not find any significant differences between the cluster variables and the different
alliances for both diesel and petrol engines. We expected that some alliances (grouping of
manufactures) would have shown a significantly different NOx behavior. Even the ALL alliance
originated from the fall back maps (e.g., D_5_ALL_ALL_ALL) were not significantly different
from the other alliances. As discussed in the previous subsection, the proposed method's problem
is that not every alliance is represented in the data. The data contained 28 of the 69 possible
alliances (see Appendix B); based on the fact that none of these were significantly different,
there was chosen to exclude the alliance from the regression. The model will assign the seen
differences to the alliance; however, the current analysis have proven that this is not the source.
Excluding the alliance from the analysis led to a reduction in the explanatory power of the
models.
To conclude, Only Euro classes among the diesel engines were found statistically
different. Furthermore, there may be a relationship between the engine displacement and petrol's
NOx emissions. The weird cases denoted in the previous subsection (e.g.,
D_6dT_1597_88_HOND, see figure 10) seemed not to depend on the taxonomy variables; these
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cases may be outliers or may depend on variables not included in the taxonomy. The finding for
petrol engines is in line with our argument against the fall back maps; engine size seems to
influence the weighted mean of NOx. This questions the choice of generating fall back maps
based on the Euro class for petrol engines. We could not conclude that there was a strong
relationship between the taxonomy and cluster variables. However, the proposed method is still
validated as the current findings have proven that the current fall back maps are not entirely
valid.
Validation method
The final model suffices as a selection tool that provides an overview of all available
emission maps and additional layers for a given engine. The model calculates a top 5 of the most
appropriate NOx maps if none is measured. Here, the model predicts the cluster variables based
on the taxonomy variables of the requested engine. This method is validated by randomly
subtracting three engines from the data; here, we compared the cluster results obtained with the
predicted cluster variables with the cluster results obtained with the actual cluster variables.
There was chosen to test two different scenarios: 1) no control variable and 2) additional control
variable. In the latter, the findings of the previous subsection are incorporated by adding Euro
class by diesel engines and the engine displacement by petrol engines as a control variable. Note
that the cluster results should not be too much affected by this addition as these were confirmed
to be correct. Therefore, a weight is assigned to the control variable to manage its influence. The
optimal weight is found by testing different values and comparing the different adjusted
randscores. By a weight of ¼, both adjusted randscores were over 0.9, indicating that the clusters
were not too much affected by the additional variables. The two scenarios were evaluated and
compared based on the adjusted randscore and the n-out-of 5 score.
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Before the adjusted randscore can be applied, one must identify the optimal number of
clusters within the data by performing the silhouette method8 (Rousseeuw, 1987). Here, the
optimal value is where the coefficient is the highest in both cases (actual values vs. predicted
values). For instance, see figure 16; here, the method recognizes five clusters within the diesel
engines and nine clusters within the petrol engines as optimal. The method often recognizes two
clusters as optimal (see petrol results in figure 16); however, there is chosen to evaluate the
scenarios with more clusters as the resulted adjusted randscores better represent the actual
differences in the data.

Figure 16: Finding the optimal number of clusters in data with the Silhouette method. Here, one
must find a value where both (actual vs. predicted) graphs performed well.

8

The silhouette method finds the optimal number of clusters and interpretation and validation of

consistency within clusters of data (Rousseeuw, 1987).
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The two scenarios are validated in table 2 and table 3. The overall high adjusted
randscore suggests that the clusters were not too much affected when using the predicted values.
However, the n-out-of-5 score suggests that the method has trouble correctly assembling the
corresponding top 5 similar emission maps. This value increases in both tables when using the
control variable in scenario 2 (see tables 3 and 4).
Table 3: Validation results of the diesel engines: scenario 1 vs. scenario 2. Note that the adjusted
randscore and the n-out-of-5 score increase in the second scenario. The n-out-of-5 score is the
percentage of correctly predicted maps in the top 5 over all three engines; the array [3,2,2]
shows the number of correctly assigned maps per engine [D_6_1461_55_RNM2,
D_6dT_1598_100_GM, D_5_1461_66_RNM2].
Subtracted engines

[D_6_1461_55_RNM2,

Adjusted

Optimal

n-out-of-5 score

randscore

n-clusters

.933, .897

5, 5

20% [0,2,1], 46.67% [3,2,2]

1.000, 1000

5, 5

13.33% [0,0,2], 33.33% [1,1,3]

.794, .740

5, 9

33.33% [1,1,3], 66.67% [3,3,4]

.890, 1.000

5, 5

40% [2,2,2], 60% [3,3,3]

.755, .892

5, 9

40% [1,2,3], 46.67% [0,4,3]

D_6dT_1598_100_GM,
D_5_1461_66_RNM2]
[D_6c_1950_110_MERC,
D_6dT_1461_85_RNM2,
D_6dT_1598_85_VAG]
[D_6b_1422_55_VAG,
D_6b_1598_100_GM,
D_6dT_1496_85_BMW]
[D_6dT_1598_100_GM,
D_6dT_1995_110_FORD,
D_6c_1598_85_VAG]
[D_6_1499_70_PSA5,
D_6dT_1499_96_PSA5,
D_6b_1560_88_PSA5]
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Table 4: Validation results of the petrol engines: scenario 1 vs. scenario 2. Note that the n-outof-5 score increases in the second scenario. The n-out-of-5 score is the percentage of correctly
predicted items in the top 5 over all three engines.
Subtracted engines

[E--P_6b_1798_73_TOYO,

Adjusted

Optimal

n-out-of-5 score

randscore

n-clusters

.941, .893

9, 9

40% [0,2,4], 53.33% [1,2,5]

.865, .622

7, 9

26.67% [2,0,2], 26.67% [2,0,2]

1.000, 1.000

9, 9

33.33% [2,0,3], 60% [4,1,4]

.749, .991

9, 5

20% [3,0,0], 46.67% [5,1,1]

.893, .893

9, 9

20% [0,2,1], 40% [2,3,1]

P_4_1798_85_MAZD,
P_6dT_999_85_VAG]
[P_6b_999_70_VAG,
P_3_1783_90_VOLV,
P_3_1997_100_PSA]
[P_6dT_999_85_VAG,
P_3_1587_80_PSA,
P_6dT_999_70_VAG]
[P_6_999_55_VAG,
P_4_1390_74_VAG,
E--P_6_1998_135_BMW]
[P_6dT_999_88_FIAT,
P_6_1197_66_VAG,
P_4_1998_125_RENA]

Even while using the control variable, there were cases where the method did not
recognize a correct emission map in the top 5 of most appropriate maps; the top five of these
engines are presented in table 5.
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Table 5: The actual and the predicted top 5 results of a Euro 6 diesel engine and a Euro 3 petrol
engine; here, the Gower distance (D) determined how similar maps are with 0 (identical) and 1
(maximal dissimilar). The distances by the predicted results are obtained by using the regression
models predicting the cluster variables. Then, these values are used in Gower’s method.
Engine

Actual top 5

D

Predicted top5

D

D_6_1499_70_PSA5

D_6_1461_66_RNM2

.223

D_6_1997_90_TOYO3

.107

D_6_1461_81_RNM2

.229

D_6_2143_105_MERC

.117

D_6_1598_89_RNM5

.287

D_6_1598_92_RNM5

.118

D_6b_1969_88_VOLV

.305

D_6_1499_74_PSA5

.126

D—E_6_1997_110_PSA

.307

D_6_1968_55_VAG

.145

P_5a_1598_88_PSA4

.070

P_3_1997_100_PSA

.030

P_4_1975_104_HYUN

.093

P_5a_1995_125_BMW

.086

P_4_1798_85_MAZD

.098

E—P_6b_1798_73_TOYO

.087

P_5b_1248_63_HYUN

.135

E—P_6_1998_135_BMW

.103

P_4_1984_96_VAG

.143

P_3_1390_72_RENA

.106

P_3_1783_90_VOLV

The closest emission map’s (Gower) distance value to D_6_1499_70_PSA5 (.223)
suggests that the emission map does not look like the other Euro 6 diesel engine emission maps.
For the P_3_1783_90_VOLV emission map, this was more difficult to interpret as most petrol
NOx maps are quite similar (small distances). The NOx map of these engines and the most
similar predicted map are shown in figure 17; the figure shows that the method assigns a 'cleaner'
map (weighted mean: 10.6 [mg/s]) to the Euro 6 diesel engine (weighted mean: 26 [mg/s]), while
it assigns a more 'polluting' map (weighted mean: 7.5 [mg/s]) to the Euro 3 petrol engine
(weighted mean: 3.2 [mg/s]) (see figure 17). In both cases would the fall back map have been
more appropriate; the Euro 6 diesel fall back map (weighted mean: 21.8 [mg/s]) is found more
similar to the tested Euro 6 diesel engine (weighted mean: 26 [mg/s]), and the Euro 3 petrol fall
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back map (weighted mean: 5.7 [mg/s]) is found more similar to the tested Euro 3 petrol engine
(weighted mean: 3.2 [mg/s]) (see figure 17).
However, the cluster method (actual top 5 in table 5) manages to find a Euro 6 diesel map
(23.5 [mg/s]) and a Euro 5a petrol engine (2.1 [mg/s]) that were both more similar to the
requested engines than the fall back maps (see figure 17). Based on the mediocre n-out-of-5
scores and the proven invalidity of the current fall back maps, we strongly recommend using the
clustering method to select the emission maps in the fall back map. Some of the current fall back
maps are too much affected by emission maps used in this map generation. For example, the
tested Euro 6 diesel engine (D_6_1499_70_PSA5) is more polluting than the other Euro 6 diesel
engines; using this map negatively affects the correctness of the distribution in the Euro 6 fall
back map. Therefore, an additional function is added to the selection tool that provides a distance
matrix of all measured engines. This matrix indicates which maps should be excluded from the
fall back map.
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Figure 17: The first row represents the emission maps of the tested engines, the second row
represents the most similar maps based on the cluster method, the third row represents the
assigned emission maps based the prediction task, and the final row represents the fall back
maps of those fuel/Euro combinations. Here, we see that the map assigned with the cluster
method (row 2) is most appropriate.
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3.4 Discussion - Emission map selection tool
We investigated the relationship between the taxonomy variables and NOx distribution
within the emission maps. The findings suggest that the fuel/Euro combination fall back maps
are appropriate for diesel engines as the analysis indicated that the Euro classes are significantly
different. However, these maps should be created using the clustering method to prevent that
possible outliers are included. Outliers refer to the maps that show different NOx behaviors than
the corresponding fall back map. The taxonomy variables could not explain the outliers in this
analysis (e.g., D_6dT_1597_88_HOND). Furthermore, the current findings challenge the validity
of using a fuel/Euro combination fall back map for petrol engines as the results suggested that
there might be a relationship between the engine size and the NOx emission. This belief should
be tested in an experiment as the used cluster variables are a representation of the NOx
distribution and are not the actual NOx emissions. Still, these findings question Flamarz AlArkawazi’s (2020) claim, who argued that NO values could not be related to the engine size. He
measured the NO; NO will convert to NO2 in the presence of oxygen, so it is possible that he
wrongly placed the sensor or that all NOx emissions from petrol engines mostly exist of NO2.
Note that NOX is the sum of NO and NO2. His study would have been more valid if he had also
measured the NO2, which should be included in the follow-up study.
The proposed method was based on the relationship between the taxonomy variables and
the NOx distribution. However, the n-out-of-5 scores indicate that these relationships were not
strong enough to accurately predict the corresponding, most appropriate, top 5 emission maps.
The method might have found higher n-out-of-5 scores when the alliances were included.
However, this would have assigned the seen differences incorrectly to the manufacture of the
engine. These differences seem to depend on engine characteristics outside the taxonomy. One
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engine characteristic that explains the weirdly clustered Euro 6dT diesel engine from Honda
(D_6dT_1597_88_HOND) in the previous subsection is the ‘used catalyst’. This engine (model:
CIVIC 5D 1.6 ELEGANC, engine type: N16A1 ) is equipped with a NOx storage Converter
(Honda, 2017) (also referred to as LNT, see section 2.2). The LNT systems show high NOx
conversions at operating conditions outside the regular test cycle (Majewski, 2020). These
findings explain why this emission map was found more 'polluting' than the other Euro 6dT
diesel engines. This could have been denoted in the analysis when 'used catalyst' was included as
a taxonomy variable.
The results of the analysis were used in the development of an AEM (augmented
emission map) selection tool. The tool, published on Zenodo, enables tool builders to easily
download the most recent versions of an emission map and its additional layers (AEM) by only
providing: fuel type, Euro class, engine displacement, power, and manufacture of the desired
vehicle as input (See Appendix D for the manual of the emission map selection tool’s script).
The easy-to-use application should encourage tool builders to use the AEM by eliminating the
search task. Furthermore, the application could even be used in the final emission reduction tool
(after some modifications), as it can update the AEM when a new version is just uploaded.
Lastly, the current study challenged the fall back maps' validity by testing a new approach based
on the relationship between the NOx distribution and the taxonomy variables. Besides being only
limited to the NOx pollutant, were the model's performances mediocre. The best solution is to
combine both methods; instead of making predictions based on the relationship between the
taxonomy and cluster variables, the clustering method should be used by selecting the maps
merged in the fall back map.
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4.0 Driver classification
4.1 Driver-dependent emissions, driving style, and driver classification
The tool described in the previous section enables the selection of an emission map for, in
principle, every vehicle. How the vehicle ‘runs’ across this map is determined by how the car is
driven. Here, we are interested in the extent to which someone's emissions - resulted from their
driving style- are, in a sense, unique. As mentioned, the emission maps will be used to develop a
personalized emission reduction tool. Confirming that a driver emission resulted from driving the
same trajectory is unique (i.e., driver-dependent) denotes the usefulness of developing such a
tool focused on this emission. Driver-dependent emission suggests that every driver needs a
unique set of instructions to reduce this emission.
The current study provides a measure to what extent the tested emissions are driverdependent. In other words, the study suggests on which emissions a ‘potential’ personalized
reduction tool could make the most impact. This is valuable information that can be used in the
CO2 vs. NOx eco-driving debate. uCARe can use these findings as a Preliminary Impact
Assessment9 (PIA) as it suggests which emissions are most likely to be affected by a
personalized emission reduction tool (i.e., most driver-dependent). Here, one should know that
this likelihood to be affected and the tool's actual impact are not always in line. Different
subjective factors also determine the impact of the tool, for example, the attitude of the driver
and his/her intention to perform the suggested behavior (Ajzen & Madden, 1986). The tool's

9

A PIA determines the present level of impact that the different sets of project activities could make

(UNIDO, 2015).
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actual impact and how people react to the tool's suggested measures should be tested during the
pilot studies in a later stadium of the uCARe project.
How driver-dependent emissions are was tested by analyzing whether it is possible to
correctly identify a person based on his/her emission data. When we control environmental
factors, the emission exhaust should be a product of one's driving style. Literature confirms that
driving style affects emissions. For example, Fonseca González, Casanova Kindelán, & Espinosa
Zapata (2010) studied the effect of driving style on fuel consumption and emissions. They tested
four diesel cars and compared the emissions between three different driving styles: eco-driving,
normal-driving, and aggressive-driving. Eco-driving was defined using a TNO measure: in
which shifting is made as soon as possible to as high a gear as possible. Aggressive driving was
characterized by hard accelerations, increased use of first and second gear, and driving at high
engine speed. Their findings suggest that driving style strongly influences fuel consumption and,
hence, CO2 emissions. However, eco-driving seemed not to have an advantage on the NOx
emissions compared to normal-driving. As discussed in section 3.1, due to the CO2 vs. NOx ecodriving trade-off, there could even be argued that this could even lead to more NOx emissions for
some diesel vehicles. Furthermore, they found that aggressive driving increases NOx emissions
by more than 40%. Gallus, Kirchner, Vogt, & Benter (2017) had similar findings; they found an
elevation of 20-40% for CO2 and 50-255% for NOx emission while driving aggressively. Both
studies also measured CO and HC, but neither found a clear relationship between someone’s
driving style and these emissions.
The pollutant NOx is the main focus of uCARe; thus, the findings of Fonseca González et
al. (2010) and Gallus et al. (2017) are not entirely in favor of a personalized NOx reduction tool
as only extreme behaviors can be corrected. However, they do confirm that both NOx and CO2
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are affected by one’s driving style. In the current study, these emissions are used in identifying
the corresponding driver. Furthermore, NH3 is included as it was one of the measured pollutants
in the data. There is no prior literature suggesting that NH3 is affected by one’s driving style.
Driver identification is a multiclass classification task, which has mainly been done based on
driver signals from the CAN-bus (Enev, Takakuwa, Kosher, & Koho, 2016; Martinez, Campo, &
Echanobe, 2015; Van Ly, Martin, & Trivedi, 2013; Jafarnejad, Castignani, & Engel, 2017).
These studies were either based (1) on event detection (van Ly, Martin, & Trivedi, 2013) or (2)
ensemble methods10 (Enev et al., 2016; Martinez et al., 2015; Jafarnejad et al., 2017). While
using the first method, van Ly et al. (2013) attempted to distinguish between two drivers. Their
goal was to build a driver's profile to ultimately provide proper feedback to reduce the number of
dangerous car maneuvers. This study explored how correlated the driver’s actions were with the
inertial sensors and showed whether those events were sufficient to differentiate between
different drivers. They measured whether the driver was accelerating, braking, and/or turning on
multiple runs on both similar and different routes. Their highest accuracy was 60% by using
unsupervised k-means and supervised SVM classifiers. This accuracy is low compared to the
accuracies reached with the ensemble methods. The latter is therefore used in the current study.
Studies that used ensemble methods made use of multiple driver signals (e.g., engine
speed and engine torque) in a sliding window function. In this function, a window of a specified
length moves over the data, sample by sample, and the statistic features (e.g., mean, sd, etc.) are
computed over the driver signals in that window. So, the output of each window is a vector of all
statistic features in that window. The parameters in this function are the window length and the

10

Ensemble methods combine the predictions of several base estimators built with a given learning

algorithm (classifier) in order to improve generalizability/robustness over a single estimator (Berk, 2006).
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percentage overlap of two successive windows. The window vectors are then used to train a
classifier; here, multiple ensemble methods (e.g., Random Forest and AdaBoost) are tested to
pursue classification accuracy. With this method, Enev et al. (2016) managed to find a 100%
accuracy for distinguishing between fifteen different drivers. This study wanted to show that
automotive manufacturers, markers, or insurance companies can violate a driver's privacy
without them knowing. Their method included fifteen driver signals tested on a pre-defined
route. The 100% accuracy is reached using an optimal window length of 3 seconds, 25% overlap,
and the Random Forest classifier. They claim that three seconds best capture the micro-events
during driving. Jafarnejad et al. (2017) argued that using 15 driver signals is computationally
heavy and performed a similar analysis based on five driver signals. Instead of concerning about
the driver’s privacy, they argued that insurance companies should use the proposed method for
fast detection of stolen cars or undeclared secondary drivers. They found a 95%, 89%, 82%
accuracy for 5, 15, and 35 drivers respectively, based on an optimal window length of 12
seconds, 20% overlap (fixed), and an AdaBoost classifier. Jafarnejad et al. (2017) hypothesized
that the chosen features cause this differences in optimal window length; some features are more
informative when computed over a longer period while others not; they argue that the optimum
window length differs based on the chosen feature set. Emissions can arise by sudden microevents (e.g., accelerations) and macro-events (e.g., long-term loading of the engine by driving in
a certain gear). In line with Enev et al. (2016), we hypothesize that the micro-events are more
personal and therefore better discriminate. We expect to find an optimal window length similar
to the 3 seconds found by Enev et al. (2016).
Due to the trend in used features and classification scores in both related studies (Enev et
al., 2016; Jafarnejad et al., 2017), we hypothesize that the highest classification score is achieved
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when including all three emission traces. However, it is far more interesting for the current study
to analyze the emissions separately to test which emission is most driver-dependent. As
discussed in section 3.1, the CO2 reduction measures for some vehicles can be contradicting to
the NOx reduction measures. Therefore, an emission reduction tool that minimizes both
emissions is difficult to realize. Based on the literature on driving style and emissions, we
hypothesize that CO2 turns out to be most driver-dependent in the current study (i.e., highest
classification score); as this emission was affected by all three tested driving styles (Fonseca
González et al., 2010; Gallus et al., 2017). In this study, we assumed that one’s emissions are a
product of one’s driving style. As argued by Martinez et al. (2018), the concept of driving style is
affected by multiple (1) external conditions (like weather, traffic, time, etc.) and (2) subjective
factors (such as driver attitude, mood, fatigue, etc.). These factors can influence this analysis's
validity, as we purely mean the emissions resulting from one’s driving decisions made under the
same conditions. For the current study, it is preferred to test the ideal case: everybody exposed to
the same external conditions and similar subjective factors.
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4.2 Classification method
A company car of TNO, a Volkswagen Caddy, has been equipped with a SEMS (Smart
Emission Measurement System) for over two years. These 1 Hz data have been saved to an
online environment. The Volkswagen Caddy has a Euro 6 diesel engine, which is considered
relatively ‘clean’ by TNO. The NOx emission map is shown in figure 18.

Figure 18: NOx emission map of the Volkswagen Caddy
The focus of this study is on the style of the driver that has led to certain emissions.
Therefore, we selected trips where all drivers have driven the same trajectory. These have been
selected by filtering the data based on GPS and by using the driver logbook. In total, nine
different people had driven the trajectory from Rotterdam towards the TNO location (Anna van
Buerenplein 1, den Haag). These people approved the use of their data in the current study. We
tried to minimize the influence of the external conditions and subjective factors by only selecting
the trips that were not affected by a traffic jam and were driven in the same part of the day
(midday). Only five of these trips (± 20 km, ± 16 min) sufficed our set standards; the velocity
profiles, emission profiles, and the average emission values of these trips are shown in figures
19a,b,c,d,e. The current study aimed to analyze which emissions were driver-dependent by
determining who is driving the car based on the emission traces.
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Figure 19a,b: Velocity profiles, emission profiles, and average emissions (Driver 1 and Driver 2)
Figure 19:
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Figure 19c,d: Velocity profiles, emission profiles, and average emissions (Driver 3 and Driver 4).
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Figure 19e: Velocity profiles, emission profiles, and average emissions of Driver 5
Figure 19a,b,c,d,e shows the velocity and emission profiles resulted from five different
drivers driving the same trajectory. The velocity profiles show that the trips were not affected by
any traffic jams. The emissions per km are used to illustrate the severeness of the emission
differences (see figure 19a,b,c,d,e). Note that the NOx axis is different in every graph; driver 1 had
an average of 2.94 [mg/km], driver 2 an average of 188.46 [mg/km], driver 3 an average of 28.71
[mg/km], driver 4 an average of 42.40 [mg/km], and driver 5 an average of 41.20 [mg/km]. As
denoted, CO2 eco-driving is not always in line with NOx eco-driving. To substantiate this belief,
the CO2 per km is calculated: 118.52 [g/km], 149.52[g/km], 109.60 [g/km], 106.25 [g/km],
107.80 [g/km] for drivers 1 to 5 respectively. These findings show that while Driver 1 had the
least NOx emission, it did not mean that he/she also had the least CO2 emission. These average
values suggest that, in particular, drivers 4 and 5 had similar emissions, and therefore, should
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have had similar driving styles. However, by comparing both drivers' emission profiles, it seems
that these average values were differently achieved as the profiles are visually different (see
figure 19a,b,c,d,e). NH3 is the third pollutant that has been measured, this value is determined by
the SCR (Majewski, 2016); the emission per km are: 0.46 [mg/km], 1.78 [mg/km], 1.15
[mg/km], 0.02 [mg/km], 0.12 [mg/km] for drivers 1 to 5 respectively. At first hand, NH3 seems
to be most driver-dependent as the profiles, and average values were significantly different by
each driver (see figure 19a,b,c,d,e).
The aim of driver classification is to associate a driver trace with its corresponding driver.
So, in the current study, one's driving trace is defined by its emission trace. We looked for a
function that can predict the corresponding driver for an unseen emission trace once trained.
Since traces are time sequences, classical classification algorithms were not directly applicable.
Therefore, we made use of a sliding window function. As explained in section 4.1, this function
calculates feature vectors of the emissions in each window with the length and overlap as key
parameters. The optimal values for these parameters are determined based on the classification
performances.

Figure 20: Block diagram of the methodology.
A block diagram of the method is shown in figure 20; before the sliding window function
is applied, we calculated the first and second-order derivatives for each emission trace; the Hann
filter is used to smooth these derived signals as Jafarnejad et al. (2017) argued that the jerkiness
of the derived signals would likely affect the classification task. Multiple filters suffice this
purpose; Jafarnejad et al. (2017) used the Savitzky-Golay filter as this filter also calculated the
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derivatives. However, this filter fits a polynomial over the data trace based on a set poly-order;
we argue that this filter has too much influence on the data traces as an average trip consists of
about 1000 data points. A polynomial may delete the discriminating features of one's trace; the
chosen Hann filter is more often used by TNO and only reduces a signal's noise.
Then, the traces go through the sliding window function, where the statistical features:
minimum, maximum, mean, median, standard deviation, kurtosis, skewness were extracted from
each trace. This category of features was chosen as it represents the distribution of emission
values covered by the window. Since there were more than two drivers, a multiclass classifier
was required as a function. One could make use of the one-vs.-rest or the one-vs.-one approach;
both convert the multiclass to a binary classification task and are suitable for our purpose. The
one-vs.-rest approach tests a driver against all other drivers together (resulting in 5 models),
while the one-vs.-one approach test every pair of drivers (resulting in 25 models). As Jafarnejad
et al. (2017), we choose to use the one-vs.-one approach; with the one-vs.-one approach, kernelbased classifiers like the Support Vector Machine, can directly be applied (Brownlee, 2020). In
total, five different classifiers are tested as a function in pursuit of classification accuracy; the
chosen classifiers are based on previous findings of Enev et al. (2016) and Jafarnejad et al.
(2017) (see table 6).
Table 6: Classifiers and their set parameters based on Jafarnejad et al. (2017).
Classifier

Parameters

Gradient Boosting

500 estimators, maximum depth = 6

AdaBoost

500 decision trees as weak learners, learning rate = 0.75

Random Forest

500 estimators, maximum depth = 6

Extra Trees

500 estimators, maximum depth = 8

Support Vector Machine

linear kernel, C = .0025
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This set of classifiers test the ensemble methods' performances: Boosting (Gradient
Boosting, AdaBoost) versus Bagging classifiers (Random Forest, Extra trees). The latter learns
from its estimators independently, in parallel, and combines them for determining the model
average to form a final prediction, while the Boosting estimators learn sequentially and
adaptively to improve the model prediction (Sutton, 2005; Berk, 2006). Based on their
descriptions, it is expected that the Boosting classifiers perform better. The Support Vector
Machine (SVM) is a widely used method for classification tasks; instead of learning from other
learners, this method searches for the optimal separating surface (i.e., the hyperplane) that is, in a
sense, equidistant from the two classes (Bhavsar and Panchal, 2012). We expect that this method
shows the least performance as the ensemble methods performed better in both related studies
(Enev et al., 2016; Jafarnejad et al., 2017). All ensemble methods had 500 weak learners/trees
based on execution time and can be implemented using the scikit-learn package in python.
To sum up, each emission trace is converted into window frames; then, a (classifier)
function is trained using the feature vectors computed for each window with as target the
corresponding driver. For an unseen emission trace, the trained (classifier) function makes a
prediction, based on the feature vector, of who the corresponding driver is of that particular
window. A defined decision function maps the individual window predictions to one single
prediction for the whole driving trace.
Two decision functions are used and evaluated: the Majority Vote (MV) and the
Maximum Score (MS). For each window, we find the identifier of the driver with the largest
classification score. Majority Vote (MV): the driver of the entire trace is the identifier of the
driver who most frequently obtains the highest classification score. Maximum Score (MS): the
driver of the entire trace is the identifier of the driver that has the largest cumulative
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classification score (Jafarnejad et al., 2017). Jafarnejad et al. (2017) argued that MV is sensitive
to miss-classifications, as the MS gives more weight to the ‘certain’ windows (instances with
high classification scores). However, their findings only indicate a small difference between the
two, visible when over five different drivers were tested. In the current study, it is expected that
in some windows, especially the windows over the highway, the drivers' emission traces are
similar. This results in less ‘certain’ predictions. Therefore, we think that the MS shows better
results in the current study. This belief is tested and evaluated in the next subsection.
For validation, each driver trace is split into five equal segments and evaluated by the
leave-one-segment-out train-test scheme. Here, every segment is once used for the training and
test process (see figure 21). The overall accuracy is the mean accuracy of all five cases.

Figure 21: Driver trace split into five equal parts for validation.
4.3 Classification results
This section presents the results of the analysis; the goal was to find the corresponding
driver based on an emission trace. We divided the traces into windows, where feature vectors
were computed. The key parameters were the chosen window length and overlap. The accuracies
in this analysis can be seen as a measure of how driver-dependent the tested emissions are; a
driver-dependent emission means that the drivers need different (i.e. personalized) instructions to
reduce this emission. Since the sliding window method is computational heavy, it was decided
not to search for optimal values simultaneously. Firstly, we performed analyses for window
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sizes11 ranging from 2 to 28, with a fixed overlap of 20% (same overlap as Jafarnejad et al.
(2017)). After selecting the classifier with the highest classification accuracy, we varied the
overlap12 from 15% to 30% and compared the results. In line with the related studies, we
searched for the best classifier by using all three emissions. The predictions of the five selected
classifiers were evaluated by two decision functions: MV and MS. The ensemble methods
performed well in both decision functions, as shown in figure 22. Here, the accuracies are the
average accuracies of the five cases resulted from validation. AdaBoost performed best in both
decision functions with an accuracy of 96%. We expected that MS would have led to higher
classification accuracies. This method gave more weight to the 'certain' windows in the analysis;
as argued, the classifier may experience difficulties identifying the corresponding driver by the
windows covering the highway. However, the findings did not substantiate this belief as both
decision functions had similar performances. Based on Jafarnejad et al.' (2017) findings we
decided to further evaluate the MS decision function's accuracies in the remainder of this study.

Figure 22: Classification accuracies of all ensemble methods, per window length. Here, both
decision functions led to high accuracies, and in both reached AdaBoost the highest accuracy.
11

Window lengths = 2, 4, 6, 8,10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30

12

Overlap = 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%
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Unlike Enev et al. (2015) and Jafarnejad et al. (2017), we found peaks at multiple
window lengths. For example, the AdaBoost classifier reaches 96% at 4, 18, and 20 seconds (see
figure 23). Except for the Extra Tree classifier, all ensemble methods reach their highest
accuracy in the first couple of seconds; some of them reach this value again by window lengths
greater than 15 seconds.

Figure 23: Classifier benchmark (mean + sd) and the mean accuracies per window length
(Maximum Score); Here, peaks are reached at multiple window lengths, and boosting slightly
outperforms bagging.
The Boosting (AdaBoost and Gradient Boosting) and Bagging (Extra Tree and Random
Forest) ensemble methods clearly outperformed the Support Vector Machine, confirming that
ensemble methods are more suitable for the current purpose. As expected, Boosting classifiers
slightly outperformed the Bagging classifiers (see figure 23). These findings are in line with the
findings of Jafarnejad et al. (2017).
The AdaBoost classifier seems to suffices our purpose best; therefore, this classifier is
tested for different percentages window overlap (15%-30%). The results are shown in figure 24.
The tested overlap percentages all led to the same peak accuracy of 96%; remarkable is that this
no longer happens at a window length of 4 seconds by 30% overlap (see figure 24). The 20%
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overlap is assumed to best separate the micro- and macro-events in our data and is therefore set
as optimal.

Figure 24: Overlap benchmark (mean + sd) and the mean accuracies per window length; the
tested overlap percentages seem not that important as all percentages reach the same peak
value of 96%.
Next, we tested the influence of each emission by using different feature sets in the
AdaBoost classifier. The average result of each emission over all windows is shown in figure 25,
and the result per window length in figure 26.

Figure 25: The influence of each pollutant on the classification task (mean + sd). Note that NOx
is slightly more important than CO2 and that NH3 seems the most discriminating variable.
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Figure 26: Classification performance using different feature sets; here, using all three emission
traces led to the highest accuracy.
Here, NOx's influence seems slightly more important than that of CO2 (see figure 25);
both emission traces alone seem to reach a top accuracy of about 65%. The analysis suggests that
NH3 is the most discriminating pollutant as it reaches a top accuracy of 80% when used alone,
which is surprising as this pollutant is considered a side product. As expected, the highest
accuracy is reached by using all three emission traces.
The accuracies in this analysis may be affected by the small part of the trip driving in an
urban environment (see figure 21). The validation method split the trips into five equal parts and
used every part ones as test set; in other words, the driver of the fifth segment was predicted
based on the data of the first four segments. This is tested by repeating the analysis with NOx and
CO2 (together and separately); the mean accuracies confirm that the fifth segment affected the
prediction scores (see figure 27). When we excluded this part of the analysis, the NOxCO2
performance increased to 85% (at 18 seconds) (see figure 27). The performance of NOx
improved to 75% (at 8 seconds) and that of CO2 to 70% (at 27 seconds). These accuracies might
further improve when the fourth segment is also excluded (see figure 27). However, there was
chosen not to do so as this even further reduced an average trip duration (to 9.8 minutes).
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Figure 27: Average classification score per segment; 5 segment affects performance. And the
accuracies reached by AdaBoost classifier by excluding fifth part. Here, all accuracies
increased; NOx with the highest elevation (to 75%).
4.4 Classification discussion
In the current study, we tried to quantify which emissions are driver-dependent. This was
tested by identifying five different drivers based on their emission traces of a relatively ‘clean’
Euro 6 diesel vehicle. In previous studies, the applied method was focused on reaching a high
classification accuracy by using multiple driver signals; however, in this study, we were more
interested in the influence of each feature (emission) on this classification performance. The used
sliding window function was computational heavy; therefore, we were not able to test the key
parameters (window length and overlap), classifiers, and feature sets simultaneously. There was
chosen to firstly search for the optimal classifier using all three emission traces and then test the
influence of each emission. With three emission traces, we found that AdaBoost led to the best
performance (96% at a 3, 18, and 20-second window length, and 20% overlap), which is similar
to the findings of Jafarnejad et al. (2017) (AdaBoost, 95% at a 12-second window length, and
20% overlap). The inability to search for the optimal parameters, classifiers, and features sets
simultaneously; might have affected our findings. Other classifiers might have performed better;
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for example, Enev et al. (2016) found that the Random Forest classifier performed best with an
overlap of 25%. Moreover, the emission benchmark (figure 25) could have been different when
another classifier came out best in the first analysis.
Each emission's influence is tested by changing the feature set; here, NH3 was found most
discriminative, which is surprising as this pollutant is considered a side product. Remember, the
NH3 is injected into the exhaust to reduce the NOx; the amount of this injection is based on
software predictions of the expected amount NOX in the exhaust (Majewski, 2016). In other
words, the NH3 concentrations are highly software-dependent. NOx and CO2 emissions are
known to depend on engine behavior and load; to conclude that NH3 is that as well may be risky.
However, one could argue that the SCR's software predictions are affected by the driver's
behavior, making NH3 also driver-dependent. A follow-up study with multiple diesel vehicles
equipped with an SCR should be performed to conclude if these emissions are actually driverdependent or that this only seems the case in the current study. The current analysis is performed
on a diesel vehicle; for generalization overall internal combustion engines, one should also test
the other fuel types. The NOx and CO2 performances may be more universal among diesel
vehicles. When more ‘polluting’ diesel engines are tested the performances might increase due to
larger differences in emissions between the drivers. Again, this belief can only be confirmed
when more ‘polluting’ diesel vehicles are tested.
We hypothesized that CO2 would turn out to be the most driver-dependent emission (led
to the highest classification accuracy). On the contrary, this emission led to the lowest accuracy
(70%). Using NOx led to a slightly higher accuracy (75%), suggesting that (1), in this study, NOx
values are not only affected by extreme behaviors as denoted by Fonseca González et al. (2010)
and Gallus et al. (2017), and (2) that for this vehicle, the NOx emissions are more likely to be
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affected by a personalized emission reduction tool. The latter accuracies are obtained by
excluding the last segment of the trip; as a result, an average trip only lasted 13 minutes. We
think that the duration of the tested trips might had an effect on the classification performance.
The 100% accuracy reached in the study of Enev et al. (2016) was tested on a trajectory of two
hours, and the 95% accuracy of Jafarnejad et al. (2017) on a trajectory of 45 minutes. We believe
that the classifiers would have performed even better when more training data was available. An
analysis with longer trajectories should be tested to confirm this belief; one could use the script’s
manual added to Appendix E. Furthermore, the increased classification performance when
excluding the fifth segment suggests that the road, as expected, still has a major influence on
one's emissions (road-dependent). If we were able to correctly identify the driver in the fifth
segment, it would have suggested that the tested emissions were totally driver-dependent.
The current study tested two decision functions that convert the individual classifier
predictions into one trace classification: Majority Vote (MV) and Maximum Score (MS). The
current findings did not suggest which one is more favorable. The decision to use the MS was
based on Jafarnejad et al. (2017); they found an improving performance, compared to the MV,
when more than five drivers were tested. The current study only possessed valid data of five
different drivers; a follow-up study with more drivers should give more insight into whether this
also occurs when emissions are used as a feature. Furthermore, an analysis with more drivers
would also provide valuable information regarding the personalized emission reduction tool;
similar classification performances would strengthen our claim that the tested emissions are
driver-dependent and therefore require unique sets of measures to be reduced.
This is the first study analyzing the bridge between driver behavior and emissions to a
personal extent; everybody is considered to have an own driving style, and therefore have a
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unique emission. The related studies of Fonseca González et al. (2010) and Gallus et al. (2017)
tested the most extreme behaviors (eco-, normal-, and aggressive-driving). They found that NOx
is only significantly affected when driving aggressively, which seemed not the case in the current
analysis; however, this questions the method's ability when less obscure differences are present
in the emission traces (e.g., by a Euro 6dT diesel engine). The engine has a significant influence
on the exhaust emissions; the current findings are of enormous value for the CO2 vs. NOx ecodriving debate for this particular vehicle. However, we cannot claim that similar results will be
found when other engines are tested. The ideal case is to use the current analysis on every engine
to determine whether the emission reduction tool should be more focused on CO2 or NOx ecodriving; however, this is not feasible. We argue that the clustering method of the previous section
can be used; here, the determined clusters suggests that engines within those clusters have
similar NOx maps. Based on the measured emission map data (101 engines), the method would
suggest that only four more (total clusters found was five) engines should be tested to determine
the course of the personalized emission reduction tool for every engine. A follow-up study
testing one vehicle representing a cluster would provide information for all tested engines. Still,
the current study is one of the first studies that quantitively proved that NOx emissions are
affected by one’s driving style, and can therefore be corrected by a set of measures. For the
relatively ‘clean’ engine, the findings indicated that the NOx differences are significant enough to
know for 75% accurate who the corresponding driver was.
Lastly, the accuracy found using all three emission traces (96%) was of the same
magnitude as the related studies of Jafarnejad et al. (2017) and Enev et al. (2016). This accuracy
might be different when other vehicles were tested, but still, uCARe should use this as an alarm
to never make any trip data of people using the emission reduction tool public. As argued by
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Enev et al. (2016), third parties might abuse this data by extracting private information. In this
case, identifying, for example, a family member that drove a specific road.
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5.0 Conclusion
uCARe estimates that internal combustion engines will dominate the fleet well beyond
2030. Therefore, they aim to reduce the overall pollutant emissions of the existing combustion
engine vehicle fleet by providing vehicle users with personalized emission reduction tools. These
tools will be developed based on the emission map of a vehicle engine; the emission maps allow
tool builders to have detailed emission data for, in principle, all existing vehicle engines. The
currently developed selection tool can be used for finding the most recently updated emission
maps and additional layers (AEM) by only providing as input: the fuel type, Euro class, engine
displacement, power, and manufacture of the requested vehicle. This application, published on
Zenodo, should encourage tool builders to use the AEMs as the search task for the most
appropriate AEM is eliminated; in turn, this might accelerate the arrival of a personalized
emission reduction tool.
Fall back maps (e.g., Euro 6 diesel map) were created to have an emission map when the
requested engine is not measured. An additional function of the selection tool can be used for
improving the validity of these maps. The current findings have proven that some fall back maps
are too different from what they are representing. This is caused by some outliers used in the fall
back map generation; outliers refer to emission maps that are not representative of that fuel/Euro
combination. The incorporated function returns a matrix, resulted from a clustering method, that
can be used to detect these outliers. uCARe can use this function to generate more valid fall back
maps. Furthermore, the current findings suggest a possible relationship between the petrol
engines’ NOx emissions and the engine displacement. This challenges the current fuel/Euro
combination for the petrol engines’ NOx fall back maps. Here, fall back maps generated based on
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engine size might be more appropriate. This belief should be tested in an experiment as the used
variables were a representation of the NOx and not the actual NOx emissions.
Currently, there is a CO2 vs. NOx eco-driving debate, the outcome determines the course
of the personalized emission reduction tool. As discussed, some emission-reducing behaviors are
contradicting affecting both emissions. The current study investigated which emission is most
determined by the behavior of the driver. In total, five different drivers that drove the same
trajectory were tested; the findings suggest that all tested emissions (NOx, CO2, and NH3) were
driver-depended; meaning that the emissions resulted from driving the same trajectory are
different to the extent that we were able to classify the driver. This denotes that every driver
needs a unique set of instructions to reduce these emissions. In the current analysis, the CO2
emission trace was found least driver-dependent with a 70% classification score. The pollutant
NOx is the main focus of uCARe as this pollutant is known to deviate from its type of approval
values. The findings of the current analysis are a major asset in favor of a personalized NOx
reduction tool. However, one should know that the current findings might be very different from
other vehicles. The clustering method used in the first part of this study indicates which NOx
emission maps are similar. The clustering method found five clusters in total; therefore, we
argue that a follow-up study performing the same analysis on the other vehicles representing a
cluster should give more insight. These findings can be used to determine whether, for a specific
vehicle, NOx or CO2 reducing measures would be more appropriate as they indicate where more
significant differences occur. What these measures should be and how people will react on these
measures requires a study by itself. This should be investigated in a later stadium of the uCARe
project.
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Appendix A: Eco-innovations
Table 1: List approved eco-innovations by EC in 2018 (Tietge, Mock, and Dornoff., 2018)
ID

Company

Description

type

01

Audi

LED lights

Lights

02

Valeo

Efficient alternator

Alternator

03

Daimier

Engine compartment encapsulation system

Thermal

04

Bosch

Adaptive state of charge control in hybrids

Kinetic

05

Automotive Lighting Reutlingen

LED lights

Lights

06

Denso

Efficient alternator

Alternator

07

Webasto Roof & Componets

Solar roof

solar

08

Bosch

Efficient alternator

Alternator

09

Bosch

Efficient alternator

Alternator

10

Daimler

LED lights

Lights

11

Asola Technologies

Solar roof

Solar

12

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

Efficient alternator

Alternator

13

Porsche

Coasting function

Kinetic

14

DENSO

Efficient alternator

Alternator

15

Toyota

LED lights

Lights

16

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

Efficient alternator

Alternator

17

Bosch

Efficient alternator

Alternator

18

Valeo

Efficient alternator

Alternator

19

MAHLE Behr

Enthalpy storage tank

Thermal

20

Honda

LED lights

Lights

21

Mazda

LED lights

Lights

22

Toyota

LED lights

Lights

23

a2solar

Solar roof

Solar

24

Valeo

Efficient alternator

Alternator

25

BMW

Coasting function

Kinetic
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Appendix B: Alliances

Figure 1: Alliances (Elstgeest et al., 2020)
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Appendix C: Dendrograms diesel and petrol engines

Figure 1: Diesel dendrogram
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Figure 2: Petrol dendrogram
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Appendix D: Schematic overview Zenodo tool
For this script to work, all augmented emission maps should be uploaded to the open
research platform Zenodo. The proposed script provides a clear overview of which AEM’s (base
+ augmentation layers) are available for a given engine. The script prints the download link of
the latest versions of the requested maps. The working procedure is visualized in figure 1.

Figure 1: Schematic overview Zenodo AEM selection tool
One must have an access token to make use of the script. This access token can simply be
achieved by creating a profile on Zenodo, and following the next steps: profile -> applications ->
new token. This token is personal and should not be shared; one must paste the code into
the python script by variable ‘ACCESS_TOKEN’. The input consists of the fuel type, Euro
class, engine displacement, power, and manufacture of the requested engine. The
‘search_taxcode()' function searches for the corresponding alliance by using the
uCARe_taxonomy CSV file. The ‘zenodo()’ function returns a data frame of all the maps
uploaded to Zenodo. This data frame is used by the function ‘get_links()’, which returns the
download link of the latest version of all available maps (base+ augmentation) of
the requested engine.
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An additional function, 'clustervariables()' is added that should be used as a selection
procedure for generating the fall-back maps. The current NOx fall-back base maps may contain
maps that are not representative of that fuel/Euro combination; see section 3.3 – Design process.
The function returns a distance matrix of all base maps; these distances are based on the Gower
distance with 0 (identical) and 1 (maximally dissimilar).
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Appendix E: Schematic overview driver classification script
The working procedure of the driver classification script is visualized in figure 1. Here,
the used pickle file, containing two years' worth of trip data of the company car, is opened by the
load_data() function. In this function, trips are selected based on a start and an end GPS-point.
Trips that contained both of these points (with a small marge) were subtracted from the data. The
first- and second-order derivatives of the emission traces are calculated and smoothed in the
data_prepraration() function.

Figure 1: Schematic overview driver classification analysis
Now the data is ready to be analyzed by the evaluate_function() function. In this function,
the analysis is validated five times with the leave-one-out train-test scheme per window length.
So, five times per window length, the function subtracts windows with the vectorized_stride()
function. Instead of doing this sample by sample, the vectorozid_stride() functions does this with
an indexing feature (faster). This function returns a 3 dimensional dataset back to the
evaluate_function(). Then, this function subtracts the statistical features (e.g., mean, sd, etc.) of
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the emission traces in every window (3rd dimension in the dataset) for both the training and test
set. Then this data is used to test a classifier, and its performance is determined using the MV
and MS decision functions. These results are saved in a data frame. Now the evaluate_function()
function keeps repeating this cycle till the last window length is tested. This process takes about
20 minutes. Then the MV and MS results are converted to a classification accuracy by the
calculate_accuracy() function. These accuracies are reported in this study.

